Table 3.1. List of Conduct Offenses and Expected Disciplinary Actions

Type of Conduct

BCSA Action
and Rulings

Additional KU Disciplinary Actions
1st Offence

2nd Offence

Repeated
Offenses

KU Incident
Report

Board Hearing

Board
Hearing

Dismissal

Type 1. Objectionable Conduct during Game
Dissent with game official
Any player sent off for a “professional foul.”
Players ejected for a second cautionable offence in the same game.
Charging/tackling in a dangerous manner.
Third-man-in altercation or leaving the bench (No blows).
Players receiving three (3) cautions (yellow cards) in three (3)
separate games. Players who fail to comply will be deemed as
“playing when ineligible.”
Threatening or attempting to kick or punch, no physical contact.
Striking or intending to strike an opponent deliberately with the ball.

BCSA Discipline
and Suspension
Guidelines

KU Incident
Report

Pushing, slapping, or tripping an opposing player.
Offensive or insulting or abusive language and/or gestures
Failure of player to leave the field after receiving a dismissal by the
official.
Continued dissent (as so deemed by the game official) after being
ejected from a game.
Serious indecent gestures, i.e. “mooning” or grabbing genital area
Any other conduct that may constitute objectionable conduct, violence
or harrassment.
Type 2. Intent to Injure / Violence
Fighting, more than one punch or elbow thrown.
Head locking or choking an opponent.
Throwing a player to the ground.
Intentionally kick, punch, or elbow an opponent.
Charging or tackling in a dangerous manner, with intent to injure.
Third-man-in altercation one or more blows.
Initiating a fight with a substitute on the bench or a substitute initiating BCSA Discipline
and Suspension
a fight.
Individuals leaving bench to join altercation, one or more blows.
Guidelines
Head butting.
Kicking, more than one kick.
Spitting at participants when reported by the referee.

KU Incident
Report

Dismissal

A violent altercation after a game, inside or outside the field of play.
Uncontrollable rage, without assault, having to be physically
restrained.
Racial slurs
Type 3. KU Protocol Violations
Drug and Alcohol Abuse

2 weeks + Team
Reinstatement

Abuse of Fair Play Protocol
Property Damage
Type 2 Offenses against Kelowna United players or Coaches
Racial Slurs
Criminal Offence outside of KU

Dismissal

None
4 weeks + Team
Reinstatement
Board Hearing

